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THE BULGE: A THEORY OF SPEECH BEHAVIOR AND SOCIAL DISTANCE

1

Nessa Wolfson
University of Pennsylvania

Introduction

The

purpose

of

this

paper

is

threefold.

Firstly.

I

want

to

outline the •aJor ways in which the atudy of rules of speaking can
provide insights

into

the

noras

and

values

o:£

a

speech coaaunity.

Secondly. I will discuss ways in which the saae •aterial can provide
in:for•ation about the interaction process and the situations in which
interlocutors negotiate their relationships with one another.

Lastly,

I will put forth a theory concerning patterns of interaction within a
general •iddle class Aaerican speech coaaunity.

The choice of

lookin~

at speech behavior in the researcher's own

speech coaaunity should be understood to be purposeful and critical to
the analysis.

As Schneider <1968: vi) points out in the preface to his

book on Aaerican kinship, the insights one has into one's own speech
coaaunity per•it a

level o:£ analysis which is :far deeper than that

which can be reached in other :field sites:
There is another reason why the study of kinship in Aaerica
is especially iaportant to A•ericans and that is that as
Al\ericans. this is a society and a culture which we know
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well. We speak the language fluently. we know the customs.
and we have observed the natives in their daily lives.
Indeed, we ~ the natives. Hence we are in an especially
good position to keep the facts and the theory in their
most productive relationship. We can monitor the interplay
between fact and theory where Aaerican kinship is concerned
in ways that are siaply iapossible in the ordinary course
of anthropological work.
When we read about kinship in
so111e society foreign to our own we have only the facts
which the author chooses to present to us, and we usually
have no independent source of knowledge against which we
can check his facts ••••
By the saae token of course we are able to achieve a degree
of control over a
large body of data
which aany
anthropological fieldworkers hardly approach, even after
one or two years in the field.
Hence the quality of the
data we control is considerably greater, and the grounds
for evaluating the fit
between fact and theory is
correspondingly greater.

The issue of evaluation by other researchers who are theJRselves
me111bers of the speech coDI.JIIunity under analysis is of great iMportance
here.

Much of what the researcher brings to light about the speech

behavior of the coDI.liiUnity in question and what it reflects about the
value system and the social structure of that community, may be new in
the

sense

that

it

has

not

been

noticed

or

subJected to

analysis froa the perspective of the social scientist.

critical

Nevertheless,

once an analysis of one's own group has been aade, it is open to the
evaluation of other social scientists who asy also be aeabers of the
saae

coaaunity

and

who

therefore

have

the

means

of examining

and

evaluating what has been analyzed through their own observations and
intuitions.

One further issue concerning the choice of studying the behavior
of aiddle class speakers of American English
here.

needs

to be examined

This is that the unit of analysis which I refer to as "middle
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class speakers of Aaerican English" is necessarily circular.

In MY

opinion, the aost useful definition of speech coJutunity is that given
by Hyaes <1972>:
Tentatively, a speech coa•unity is defined as a coaaunity
sharing rules for the conduct and interpretation of speech,
and rules for the interpretation of at least one linguistic
variety. Both conditions are necessary.
A MaJor point here is that not all speakers of a language do share the
saae rules of speaking, and therefore, not all aay be said to belong to
the saae speech coJRaunity.

In defining and using the analytical unit

which we call a speech coaaunity, we need to recognize that speakers of
a single. language often constitute aany different speech coaaunities,
each with its own noras and rules of speaking.

Where speech coaaunity

aay be said to correspond to geographical area, this fact is relatively
easy to deal with.

The English speaking world, for example, is aade up

of a large nuaber of speech coaauni ties, coaposed of both native and
non-native speakers.

Even where boundaries 11ay be said to coincide

with territory which is politically or geographically or even socially
defined,

the

situation

is

terribly

coaplex.

Nevertheless,

it

is

possible to say, without doing too auch violence to the facts or to the
feelings of those being spoken of, that the British and the Australians
differ sharply froa the Aaericans in aany aspects of linguistic usage
although all three nations have English as their doainant language.
Further,

people who

have

lived

in

aore than one English

speaking

country, or who have interacted extensively with people froa one of the
other English speaking
lexicon are

not

the

nations~

only

know that

features
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that

pronunciation~

graaaar and

differentiate one set of

speakers froa another.
·speaking.

Nora& and values differ and so too do rules of

But within political and geographic boundaries, we have a

great variety of saaller social groupings, and these are auch less easy
to define.

For this reason, it ia iapoaaible to apeak of investigating

the rules of speaking for English,

any other

language.

Depending on the group studied, the rules are likely to vary.

This, of

course,

or indeed,

leeds to aoae extreaely difficult

I£ a speech

questions.

co1u11unity is to be defined by shared rules, and if these rules are
largely unanalyzed

and

also,

very

iaportantly,

unavailable

conscious knowledge of native speakers, where do we begin?

to

the

Even where

we notice patterns of usage, how can we tell how far they extend?

The

aoat straightforward answer is to focus on groups which have soae sort
of pre-existing definition apart £roa speech usage.
shares

a

particular

territorial

apace

and

A group which

whose aeabera

frequently has been called a priaary network.

interact

It aay reasonably be

expected that rules of speaking will be shared within such a group (see
Milroy 1980,

for exaaple>

since interaction ia aaxiaal,

and people

often function in •any different roles vis a vis one another <on the
Job, at church, in the neighborhood, etc.>.

If, however, our concern

is to describe the speech behavior or rules of speaking which obtain
across such sub-groups and which have a wide enough freae of reference
to be useful to such applications aa language teaching and learning,
then we ere faced with en inescapable circularity in the definition of
our obJect of study.

That ia, a speech coaaunity is defined as a group

which shares rules for the use end interpretation of speech, but there
aay be no pre-defined feature external to speech which can be used as a
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criterion

of

aeaber ah i p •

Furtheraore,

when

the

language

under

consideration is, like English, that of a nuaber of complex, highly
industrialized societies,

each coapoaed of

a

great

nuaber of sub-

groups, the notion of speech co••uni ty aust be used at a level of
abstraction which ignores aany subtle distinctions.
Thus, in speaking here of Aaerican •iddle class speakers,
forced, if I

I am

wish to aake any generalizations, to treat thea as a

speech coaaunity and to investigate what the various sub-groups in this
category have in coaaon.

This does not aean that I wish to ignore

differences in norms and values and speech behavior which stea fro•,
for exaaple, regional or ethnic identities, but rather that I will take
such distinctions into account as factors in the analysis.

In this

respect, I follow Goffaen who, in the preface to his book, Relations in
Public <1971>, says:
So the proble• is not aerely that of having to aake
steteaents about groups and coaaunities without sufficient
data, but that of not knowing very auch about the identity
and boundaries of the groupings about which there ere
insufficient data.
I eaploy the tera 'our' but do so
knowing that in regard to saall behaviors the 'our' cannot
be conventionally or conveniently specified. I can with
least lack of confidence aake assertions about ay 'own'
cultural group, the one with which I have had the aoat
first-hand experience, but I do not know what to call this
grouping, what ita full span or distribution ia, how fer
back it goes in tiae, nor how these diaensions aight have
to be changed, according to the particular bit of feailiar
behavior under question.
In spite of the above disclaimers, with which I agree coapletely, it is
nevertheless the purpose of this paper to atteapt to cast aoae light on
the speech behavior of the present-day Aaericen urban aiddle class, end
what this behavior reflects about the structure of this society.
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I do

this in full recognition that the unit of analysis i6 aessy at best.
Still, as Hyaes <1974) says:
The
aost
novel
and
difficult
contribution
of
sociolinguistic description 111ust be to identify the rules,
patterns, purposes, and consequences of language use, and
to account for their interrelations.
In doing so it will
not
only
discover
structural
relations
aaong
sociolinguistic components. but disclose new relationships
aaong features of the linguistic code itself.

This

paper,

then,

is

intended

as

an

atte111pt

to

contribute

to

sociolinguistics.

Speech Behavior as a Reflection of Cultural Values

To

begin

with,

a

speech

act

apologizing, thanking.

scolding,

parting,

telling

or

even

the

or

act

sequence,

co111pliaenting.
of

a

cultural inforaation e111bedded in it.

whether

it

be

inviting. greeting or

perforaed story,

has

iaportant

At the 111ost superficial

level,

sociolinguistic data collected systeaatically and analyzed obJectively
can yield infor111ation as to what specific foraulas and routines are in
use in

a

particular speech coaauni ty,

as well as their patterns of

frequency and appropriateness in different speech situations.
in

itself,

not a trivial

aatter.

As

Ferguson

(1976>

Thia is,

has so

written:
All hu11an speech coaaunities have auch foraula&, although
their character and the incidence of their use aay vary
enoraousl y fro• one society to another.
What foraulas are
in existence and in which situation& they are used 111uat be
discovered eapirically for no two coaaunitiea are exactly
alike.
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aptly

An

exaaple

of

the

sort of

information

to

be

gained

by

an

exaaination of the surface structure of a speech act is the work on
coapliaents in Aaerican English <Wolfson 1978, Wolfson and Manes 1980,
Manes and Wolfson 1981, Wolfson 1981, Wolfson 1984). In analyzing data
collected froa

a

wide

range

of

spontaneous

interactions,

it

discovered that coapliaents are characteristically foraulaic both

was
in

teras of seaantics and of syntax.
While the

nuaber

of

words

which

could be chosen to . evaluate

positively. or compliaent, is alaost infinite, the fact is that the
great aaJority of speakers actually used a restricted set of adJectives
and verbs in their coapliaents.

Two-thirds of all coapliaents that

aake use of adJectives to carry the positive seaantic load, do so by
aeans of
great.

only

five

adJectives:

nice,

good,

beautiful,

pretty

and

Because nice and good lack specificity they are usable with

ahlost any subJect.

In

present-day

rapidly approaching the saae status.

Aaerican

English,

beautiful

is

The fact that pretty is used aore

than great, which is the aore general adJective, reflects the greater
than equal nuaber of coapliaents directed at woaen in this society.
In the twenty-five percent

(25~)

of coapliaents which aake use of

a verb rather than an adJective to carry the positive load, ninety
percent

<90~>

aake use of JUst two verbs: like and love.

At the syntactic level, fifty percent
characterized by the following foraula:
NP {is/looks} (really> ADJ
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<SO~>

of all coapliaents are

Two other syntactic patterns:
I really (like/love} NP
and:
PRO i& <really> (a) ADJ NP
account for twenty-nine percent

<29~>

of the data.

What thi& aean& i&

that only three patterns are needed to represent approxiaately eighty
percent
speakers

of all the coapliaents given and received by aiddle class

<80~>

of

Aaerican

English.

Furtheraore,

patterns account for ninety-five percent

<95~>

only

nine

syntactic

of the well over twelve

hundred exaaples of coapliaents that aake up the data.
The coapliaent foraula& found in thi& analy&i& look very faailiar
and indeed,

intuitively obviou& to

native &peaker&.

What

wa&

not

obviou& until the data were analyzed i& that the way in which we give
verbal expression to our approval and appreciation of one another's
appearance and accoaplishaents is largely pre-patterned.
tendency

aaong

aiddle

class

Aaericans

interviewed

was

However, the
to

regard

co11pliaents as sincere or insincere based on whether or not they were
given u&ing recognizable foraula&.

Thu&, ao&t people felt that if the

speaker were sincere, the coapliaent would soaehow be original rather
than pre-coded.
sincerity has

The ea&ie&t way to deaon&trate to native &peaker& that
very

little to

do

with the fora or wording of the

coapli111ent i& to a&k thea to give coapliaent& to one another, paying
close at tent ion to what they say.

In

JUst such an experiaent,

ay

colleague Virginia Hyae& a&ked ae111ber& of her cla&& in lingui&tic& to
write down a coapliaent to the &tudent &itting next to thea in the
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classroom at that moment.

All of the twenty-two student responses fell

into the categories of forJRulas analyzed and discussed in Wolfson and
Manes <1980> and in Manes and Wolfson <1981>.

The following exa111ples

are typical:
1.
2.
3.

"Your necklace is very pretty."
"I like your shirt."
"You are looking radiant this aorning."

In a similar experiaent, I asked aeabers of one of my own graduate
seainars in sociolinguistics to give each other verbal coapliaents.
The setting was extremely informal, since there were only six students
in the group. and we were enJoying the last day of su11aer class by
sitting around a swilllaing pool.

The following represent all of the

compliments given by ae11bers of this group:
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Rose11arie to Myra: "I love your hat."
Myra to Marilyn: "I love your new watch."
Marilyn to Lucille: "That's a cute dress."
Lucille to Irene: "Your glasses are very attractive."
Irene to Midori: "The colors in your sweater are
pretty."
!Hdori to Myra: '"I like your swiMsuit. ••
Myra to Roseaarie: "I love the way you smile."
Rose111arie to Nessa: "I love what you've done to
your garden."

In addition to the pre-coded nature of these co111pl iments, it is
worth

noticing that

I

<the professor>

was the only addressee who

received a co11pli11ent on so11ething other than appearance.

This £its

together with findings concerning the ways in which gender and social
status interact to condition speech behavior that will be discussed
below.
Looking a bit beneath the surface atructures,
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we can,

through

systematic

field

obligations

that

work,

learn

members

of

a
a

good

deal

community

about

have

the

toward

rights
one

and

another,

information which is culture specific and not necessarily available to
the intuitions of the native speaker.

When we
speech

ex~:u•ine

community,

the kinds of apologies which occur in a specific

for

exaaple,

linguistic forms in use.

we

see

evidence

not

only

of

the

but also of the content and the context of

what Goffasn (1971> has called remedial interchanges.

In analyzing the

events which elicit apologies in everyday interaction, the researcher
can coae to soae reasonable conclusions about what people feel
have the right to expect froa one another.

they

For exaaple, it is coaaonly

believed that middle class .1\aerican& regard their tiae as a valuable
comaodi ty.

The notion that meabers of this group consider theasel ves

under obligation to be prompt and/or to avoid keeping another person
waiting is in fact,
refer to

JUst

evidenced by the large nu11ber of apologies that

this situation.

When.

for

exe•ple.

one

party

to a

previously planned lunch meeting arrived to find that the others were
all waiting, she said:

12.

"Hi, have you been waiting long?
sorry."

!"'a really

If lateness is soaething to apologize for. not turning up at all
for a social coJRai taent appears. from the data, to be an even greater
offense.

The following apology, given on the telephone, will exemplify

the way vocabulary is used to elaborate the expression of apology.

The

choice of the lexical itea JRortified as opposed to use of one of the
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formulas such as I'm sorry demonstrates a type of elaboration

t~pology

which reflects the speaker's recognition that the offense had been
great and her strong desire to make the repairs necessary to support
the relationship.

The speaker had accidentally missed a

lunch date

with her feaale colleague who had waited for aore than hal£ an hour and
then called to find out why she had been stood up:
13.

A:
B:

"Joan? I'm mortified, I really sa. I can't
figure out how it happened--I had you in ay
calendar for tomorrow!"
'"Mortified? I& that all?" <laughter>

Obviously.

the

social

obligations

not

to

be

late

and

more

important. not to forget an appointment, are far from the aost serious
rules one could imagine.

They are, however. very typical of the sort
As Goffaan

of apologies one hears in conversation.
discussion of

apologies

as

remepial

interchanges

<1971),

has

in his

pointed

out.

apologies are an implicit, self-Judgaent that speakers make against
themselves, a recognition that they have broken a social norm and are
responsible for whatever harm this has caused.
The work

of

Olshtain and Cohen

Cohen
<1983)

and
has

Olshtain
focused

<1981),
on

Olshtain

apologies,

(1983>

and

examining

the

pragmatic and foraal aspects of apologies as used by native speakers
and by

language learners.

Through the use of discourse coapletion

tests which require subJects to write down what they think they would
say if they were in a given situation, the researchers attempted to
discover the set of formulas that speakers believe they use to aake
apologies.

Olshtain and Cohen hypothesized that the choice of apology

form would be related to the severity of the offense and to the social
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Fin~lly,

identity of the interlocutors.
technique,

usin9 the

s~me

d~ta

collection

they coapared data elicited froa speakers of English

vs.

Hebrew with respect to both the formal aspects of apologies and the
social situations that elicit thea.

While the data collection procedure used does not demonstrate the
range of behavior which is found in spontaneous interaction, Olshtain
and Cohen were nevertheless able to ascertain that

the

factors leadin9 to apologies were rather different for
for the Aaericans in their saaple.
by

one

group,

Furtheraore,

the

did

not

groups

conditioning
Israelis than

That is, what were seen as offenses

necessarily
differed

count

with

as

respect

such
to

by
the

the
weight

other.
each

offense carried.

In a 111uch larger, international study, the Cross-Cultural Speech
Act

Realization

ProJect,

Olshtain,

researchers around the world

2

Blua-Kulka,

and

several

other

carried out a very silllilar proJect on

apolo9ies and directives, using a variation of the original discourse
completion test.

As ay own contribution to the study, I, along with

two other Aaerican sociolinguists, Toa Karaor and Steve Jones, carried
out an observational study of apology behavior in addition to asking
use of the group questionnaire.

In the observational work we looked

not only at the pra9aatic and forlllal aspects of apolo9ies, but at the
notion of offense itself and what it could be seen to eabody for aiddle
class speakers of Aaerican English.

We did this with the expectation

that the situations which elicited apolo9ies in our own· society aight
not do so in others: that these rules are culture-specific.
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A&

~n

ex~~ple

of

apeech,

spont~neoua

wh~t

be aeen

M~Y

fro~

the

~n~lyaia

let ua take the finding& on

respect the property of others.

of

fro•

d~t~

the obligation to

For example, a woman walks into her

friend's house, holding the door for the cat to go out.

Then, aeeing

her friend's expression, says:
14.

A:

B:
A:

"Ian't the cat ~llowed out?"
"No, we keep him inside."
"Oh, I'm aorry--I'm so uaed to letting our c~t out,
I didn't even think. Shall I try and get hillt?"

The obligation not to cauae

d~•~ge

second instance where apologies are used.
15.

A:

Ex~mple&

or disco111fort to others i& a
For example:

(stopping suddenly while driving so that
passengers lurch forward) "Shit. Sorry.
13 through 15

illustr~te

apology

•~Jor

Excuse •e."
ftore

c~tegoriea.

subtle and less commonly found categories are also useful in mirroring
the norlll& and values of speakers in the community.

A caae in point i&

the obligation

for

not

to

make

<Wolfaon and Jonea 1984). For

others
ex~•ple,

responsible
~fter

compl~ining

one's

welfare

~bout

peraon~l

problema the day before, a woaan said to a close friend:
16.

A:

"I'm sorry I was in such a bad mood yesterday. I
shouldn"t have bothered you with ay troubles."

App~rently

she felt

th~t

even

~

long-at~nding

friendahip

did

not

entitle her to unlimited attention.
Spe~kera ~lso ah~red ~n oblig~tion

peraon to be

~v~il~ble

~t

apology given for disturbing

~11

tiMe&.

~nother

not to

~ppe~r

to expect

The following

ex~mple

~nother

of

~n

peraon will &how the way in which
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this obligation operates:
17. <A womGn customer wGlks into G plGce of business.>
A: "Hi, Sam, I hope this is a good time for you."
B: "Well, actually, I'a supposed to be at a
meeting upstairs right this minute."
A: "Oh. I'm sorry. I knew I should have called
first."
Thus, by observing whGt people Gpologize for, we leGrn whGt the
cultural expectations Gre with respect to what people owe one another.
In contrast, the study of expressions of gratitude yields information
{':!bout whGt pGrticipants do not tGke for grGnted--whGt they regard as
going beyond duty or obligation and therefore in the realm of favors or
kindness not necessarily expected but nevertheless appreciated.
To say that the systematic observation of apologies on the one
hand and thGnks on the other can yield important cultural information
is not to suggest that each case in which a speaker is observed to say
I'm sorry or Thank you will constitute Gn exGmple of the same cGtegory
of social obligGtion& Gt work.
would

be

infinitely

correlation

between

Indeed- the work of the sociolinguist

easier

if

there

speech

behavior

behavior is, however, not so simple.

were
and

such
social

a

straightforward

reality.

Speech

In the case of both apologies and

thanks, the formulas which are aoat often associated with the speech
act may also be used in ways which are, in fact, not instances of such
'

an act and may, indeed, have a very different meaning in the particular
context.

Clark and French <1981>, for example, demonstrate this point

in their description of telephone exchanges which end, not with the
standard form goodbye or any of its VGriants, but rather with thank
you.

Further

evidence

for

this
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pattern

emerged

from

research

undertaken by Josephine Rabinowitz,

who studied

the

leave-taking was accoaplished in service encounters.

ways

in

which

Rabinowitz (1983)

reports that she found that thank you was used very frequently to mark
partings but that there were "no goodbye& in 89" of the face-to-face
encounters" she studied.
In investigating the distribution of the font& Excuse !!!. and I'm
sorry,

Sorkin

and

Reinhart

<1978>

found

that

I'•

sorry,

although

usually referred to as an expression of apology in English. is not
necessarily used to apologize at all.

Rather, it is an expression of

regret or dismay "about a &tate of affair& viewed or portrayed a&
unfortunate••.

For this reason it is perfectly appropriate for English

speaker& to say I'm sorry even when no inJury or potential inJury has
been done.

Thus, I'a sorry i& used to express regret when refusing an

invitation even though no social nora has been violated.
It i& iaportant to point out in thi& connection that although the
intuitions of native speakers are very

useful

in

interpreting

the

meaning of an interaction, they are not sufficient in the sense of
giving

us conscious

access to

patterns of speech

behavior.

This

problea i& coaaented upon by Borkin and Reinhart <1978> who discuss the
fact that non-native speakers frequently use the foras Excuse !.!. and
I'• sorry, and that native English speaking teachers are theaselve&
unable to explain what the rules are:
Being native speakers of English is not enough to equip
teachers with the kind of conscious knowledge
of
sociolinguistic rules that i& necessary to help student&
use these foraulae in routine, but iaportant, social
interactions with native speakers of English.
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the richest insights into cul tur~l

Perh~ps

analysis

of

coJRpliiRents

the

JUdgments

people

express.

give, we discover

spe~kers

wh~t

v~lues

If

v~lues

th~t

~g~in

~nd

in the

~g~in

g~ined

we

look

~re

•~de

through the expression of ad•iration and approval.
we see

~re

at

by
the

explicit

For exa•ple, when

collected by observing IRiddle

d~t~

class native speakers of standard Aaerican English,

coaplillents are

given on obJects that are new, and even on appearance that has changed,
we can

say

AIReric~ns

with

seeJR to

soae
v~lue

evidence

fro•

newness.

actual

speech

behavior,

that

When we see, in one co•pliJRent

~fter

another, that speakers of Aaerican English coapliaent one another on
looking thin or on losing weight, it is not difficult to coae to the
conclusion that Americans, unlike •any other cultural groups, regard
thinness

~s

positive

~

If we look at

~ttribute.

large

~

r~nge

of

coiRplillents collected fro• naturally occurring speech, we see that what
i& co••on to

~ll

i&

in one for• or

th~t

In

directed towards achieveaent.
~chieve•ent

reside&

in

wherewithal! to effect
purchase new ite•e.
f~•ily

go

on

the

aany

cases,

~bili ty

positive

or

change

in

coJRpliJRent& are

~nother,

the

the manifestation of
good

or

t~ste

one's appearance

on

or

to

In other cases, it •ay have to do with the kind of

or friends one has or with a particular act well done.
and

the

listing

the

cultural

aesuaptions

We could

iaplicit

in

the

coJRpliaents which have been collected fro• the spontaneous speech of
of

n~tive spe~kers

Americ~n

English

~nd,

indeed,

a detailed account of the aeana by which
compliments.

The

coJRpliJRented, we

c~n

point

here

is

coae to so•e

th~t

re~sonable
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ft~ne&

(1983>

h~s

given

values are reflected in
by

looking

conclusions

~t
~s

wh~t

to

wh~t

is
is

valued in the society in question.

What i& important for the purpose&

of this srguaent is that all this information ia embedded in the speech
acts theaaelvea.

Speech Behavior and Negotiation of Rules

Another way in which sociocultural insight& may be gained through
the study of rule& of &peaking i& to focus on the way the social
identities of interlocutors via a vis one another conditions what is
said.

Here it is useful to take two different, though overlapping,

perspectives.

On the one hand, by looking to see who has the right or

the obligation to greet, thank, or apologize, we can learn a great deal
about how the society is structured.
On the other hand, if we exaaine the relationship of speech act
fora,

or

degree

of

elaboration

used,

to

the

identity

interlocutors, we can often get at soaething auch
difficult to characterize--the social

strategies

of

the

aore subtle and

people

in a given

speech coaaunity use to accoaplish their purposes--to gain cooperation,
to fora friendships and to keep their world running saoothly.
When we look first at the way what i& said reflects cultural
value&, it i& iaaediately apparent that not all speech acts are equally
inforaative.

The aost useful in this regard are,

like coapliaents,

thank& and apologies, of a type that involve a specific topic and that
~ake

an iaplicit or explicit JUdgaent.
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Speakers coapliaent one another

on belongings or appearance or performance; they thank or apologi2e for
an action.

The topics of these speech acts are not necessarily stated

explicitly. but they aust at least be understood so that they can be
inferred froa

the

context.

At

the

other end

of the

speech

act

spectrum, we have greetings and partings, which are spoken specifically
to mark beginnings and ends, openings and closings of encounters, and
not

which do
theaselves.

necessarily
Between

the

contain
two,

evidence

we

have

of

cultural

invitations,

which,

greetings, focus on social interaction in and of itself.
have

to

do

with

planning

and

coaMitMent

to

values

in
like

Because they

specific

activities,

invitations do often give us information about the kinds of social
events

that

different

groups

within

the

coMmunity

are

likely

to

participate in, and even about which kinds of activities are planned as
opposed to spontaneous or taken for granted.
In some speech communities. for example, it is normal practice for
friends, faMily and neighbors (who May, in fact, be the saMe people> to
visit or even to turn up for a Meal or a weekend or several weeks' stay
without

any

announceMent

at

all

and

certainly

with

no

explicit

invitation: that is, in such coMMUnities, it is part of the obligations
of people in certain role rehltionships to extend hospitality to one
another for any length of tiae and under virtually any circuastances
<Ayorinde Dada, personal coMMunication>.

In other speech coaaunitiea,

specifically large coMplex urban coaaunities, even a short visit to the
hoae of another aeaber of the fami 1 y or to a close friend requires an
invitation, or, at the Miniaua. a telephoned self-invitation.

Clearly,

the kinds of invitations which the researcher might collect in two such
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di:f:ferent speech colluauni ties would be very di:f:ferent in kind and in
distribution.
Using this same body o:f data and :focusing on the social identities
o:f participants, rather di:f:ferent insights are likely to emerge.
this

respect,

informative.

speech

acts

of

all

types

appear

to

be

In

equally

Thus. i:f we are interested in analyzing what the rights,

obligations and privileges of speakers are vis a vis one another, or in
who engages in which speech act with whom and in which situations, we
can probably
invitations
compliaents.

learn
as

we

as

much

can

froa

froa

studying greetings,
analyzing

And aost interesting of all,

thanks,

partings
apologies

and
and

if we look at the :foras

people use spontaneously with different interlocutors, we frequently
find that the degree of elaboration corresponds not only to speakers'
roles and expectation&, but also to the manipulation o:f roles and the
formation or re-affiraation of relationships.
A customer in a busy departaent store, :for example, may, in order
to gain the attention and service of a aaleswoaan, step out of her role
as custoaer and engage in a friendly chat, signalling solidarity of age
and sex, and the difficulties they share as working mothers.

The Bulge: A Theory of Social Interaction

A case in point ia a consistent :finding o:f mine that there is a
qualitative difference between the speech behavior which middle class
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A1uaricans use to intimates, status unequal&, and strangers on the one
hand,

and

to

non-intiaates,

acquaintances on the other.

status-equal

friends,

co-workers,

and

I call this theory the bulge, because of

the way the frequencies of certain types of speech behavior plot out on
a diagram,

with the two

extreaes

showing

very

similar

patterns

as

opposed to the Jtiddle section, which displays a characteristic bulge.
That is, when we exaaine the ways in which different speech acts are
realized in actual everyday speech, and when we co111pare these behaviors
in teras of the social relationships

of

the

interlocutors,

we find

again and again that the two extremes of social distance--•inimum and
~taxiaua--seea

to call forth very siailar behavior, while relationships

which are more toward the center show 11arked differences.
On

the

face

counterintuitive.

of

it,

this

aay

What do intimates,

have in coaaon that non-intiaates,

seea

very

strange

status unequal&,

and

and

status equal friends,

even

strangers

co-workers,

and acquaintances do not share, and what does the last aentioned group
have in coaaon that the first does not share?
relative certainty of

the

instability of the second.

first

relationships

Very simply, it is the
in contrast with

the

Put in other teras, the aore status and

social distance are seen as fixtitd,

the easier it is for speakers to

know what to expect of one another.

In a coaplex urban society in

which speakers asy belong to a variety of

non-overlapping

relationships saong speakers are often uncertain.
these relationships are dynamic,
freedoa here but not security.

networks,

On the other hand,

and open to negotiation.

There

is

The eaergent and relatively uncertain

nature of such relationships is reflected in the care people take to
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signal solidarity <Brown and Gilman 1960) and to avoid confrontation.
For exaaple, although coapliaents are exchanged between intiaates
and between total strangers,

the great lllaJority <the bulge) occur in

interactions between speakers who are neither.
frequencies and not of absolutes.

This is a question of

Compliments do, of course, occur in

interactions between interlocutors who are intimates, status unequals,
or even strangers.

In fact, coapliments on performance are often very

iaportant in the relationship of boss to eaployee or teacher to student
<see Wolfson 1983). Where the compliment has to do with appearance, sex
is the aaJor variable, overriding status in virtually all cases.

This

in itself is an interesting finding since it relates directly to the
position of women in American society and touches on sociocultural
expectation& of a very different sort <Wolfson 1984>. For the purpoaes
of this discussion, the important point is that o£ all coapliaents, no
matter what their topic,
equals

aaong

whom

the

the great

potential

£or

maJority

occur

lessening

o£

betweeen
social

status

distance

exists.
The data on invitations ia even aore striking in this regard.
With respect to this speech act, we have found that the data collected
£roa spontaneous interactions fell into two categories (Wolfson 1981;
Wolfson,

D'Aaico-Reisner,

Huber

1983>.

The

first

consisted

o£

unambiguous, complete invitations giving time, place, or activity and a
request

for

response.

These

unaabiguous

invitations

occurred

moat

frequently between intiaates and between status unequals--the two seta
of interlocutor& whoae relationships with
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the speaker

were

at

the

extreaes

of

social

distance.

The

second

category

of

invitations

consisted of aabiguous or incoaplete references to the possibility of
future

social

Once

coaaitments.

a

large

body

of

data

had

been

collected, it was possible to recognize these so-called invitations as
"leads".

Utterances such as "We really aust get together sometiae."

or "Let's have lunch together soon."

are typical exaaples.

order for a social comlftitaent to result fro111 -a "lead",
always the case that both

parties

negotiating the arrangeaent.

to the

And

But in

it w-as nearly

interaction took

what was particularly

part

in

interesting

about these "leads" was that they occurred between status-equal nonintimates--that is, between speakers whose relationships are aost open
As

to redefinition.
showed that
disfavors
intimacy.

I

described

it

then

inequality of status favors

atteapts

at

negotiation,

and

<Wolfson

1981>,

unambiguous
that

the

the data

invitations and

saae

is

true

of

What inequality of status and intiMacy have in coMmon is

that in both situations, interlocutors know exactly where they stand
with one another.

In contrast,

speakers whose relationship

is More

ambiguous tend to avoid direct invitations with their inherent risk of
reJection,

and

instead

negotiate

with

one

another

in

a

autual

back-and-forth progression which, if successful, will lead to a social
coJRJRitJRent.

To

illustrate the difference between

the

interactions, we have the following exaaples:
1>

The unaabiguous invitation:
A. "Do you want to have lunch toaorrow?"
B. ''Okay, as long as !Ia back by 1:30."

2>

The
A:
B:
A:

negotiated social arrangeaent:
''You doing anything exciting this weekend?"
"No, I'll be around the pool here."
"OK, I'll see you."
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two

types of

B:
A:
B:

"Maybe we'll barbeque one night."
"OK, that's a nice idea. !'a tied up Sunday night."
"All right. We'll keep it loose."

! begins to walk away and then turns and walks back, saying:
A:
B:
At the

"We're &uppo&ed to do &oaething with Helen
tomorrow night. Want to do something with us?"
"Ok. Let us know."
ti:~~e,

I &peculated that the fact that Aaerican& &eeaed,

froa ay ob&ervation&. &o he&itant to put theM&elve& in a po&ition to be
refused and so often prefer to arrive at a social arrangeaent through
the autual effort of a negotiation aay well say soaething interesting
about Aaericans.
Since the publication of thi& work on invitation&,
other speech acts have uncovered &imilar pattern&.

&tudies of

Thu&, the findings

of work on partings done by Paa Kipers, Jessica Williaas, Josephine
Rabinowitz,
respects,

Marsha
even

Kaplan

stronger

and

ayself

evidence

that

last

year

speakers

provided,
behave

in

in

some

aarkedly

different ways with those who occupy fixed positions in their social
world, and those with whoa their relationships are less settled.

As

Kipers <1984) put it, "Where there is no fraaework of social contact in
place to assure casual friends and acquaintances that a future aeeting
will take place, partings reflect concern over the &urvival of the
relationship.

Mean nuaber of turns in these partings was the highest

of any group in this study.

Individual utterances were notably longer

too ••• the lengthy negotiations over future aeeting ti.ae reassure both
participant& that even though they aay not designate a definite time
when they will &ee one another again. they both value the relationship
enough to want it to continue."

While all partings share certain basic
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features,

our

analysis

distance and autual
conditioning

indicates

that

certainty of

f~ctors.

future

Willi~llls

As

shared

meeting
s~ys,

<1984>

knowledge
are

of

the

social

important

"Where one or

~nother

or both of these factors is shared by the participants, interactions
will exhibit certain predictable

char~cteri&tics.

Pre-p~rtings

will be

absent as will lengthy negotiations as to when the parties will aeet
~g~in.

P~rting

signals and

'goodbye' and its

only a ainority of cases.
dist~nce

~nd

v~ri~nts

will occur in

Conversely • when knowledge of both social

ti111e of future 111eeting

~re

~bsent.

p~rtings

diverge from

this pattern."
5iail~rly,
dis~pproval.

Reisner

found

<1983,1985)

th~t

~•ong

in

native

her

study

speakers

of expressions of

of

A11eric~n

English

direct disapproval was expressed alaost exclusively to intimates or to
strangers in service encounters.

When disapproval

was expressed

to

non-intiaates, only very indirect forms were used.

As Reisner

<1985)

puts it:

with respect to social distance,
intiaate participation

"When exchange type& are considered
the data reveal generally low non-

in disapproval

exchanges."

In analyzing the

graaaatical foras which function to express disapproval, Reisner finds
that two of the aost

frequent

rhetorical

are

questions,

syntactic

never

used

patterns,

by

iaperatives

non-intiaates.

The

and
two

patterns chosen for use to non-intiaate& by the speakers she studied
are declarative

sentences and

these patterns,

however,

intia~te

~re

the response-expected question.
used significantly

interlocutors, with only 28" of the
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Even

less often by non-

decl~r~tives

~nd

25" of

the response-expected

questions

uttered

in

"disapproval

exchanges"

between people who were not on intiaste teras.
Reisner then goes on to say that .. all but 7" of the declarati ves
in non-intimate exchanges and 9" of the response-expected questions in
non-intimate exchanges were issued

during service encounters.

this means is that ninety-four percent

Whet

<94"> of all the disapproval

exchanges among non-intimates were found to occur between strangers.
This illustrates the pattern described above in which inti.aates and
strangers

<or

people

at

the

extreme ends

o£ the

social

distance

continuum) tend to behave similarly, in contrast to the verbal behavior
of those who occupy the middle range of the social spectrua.

Put

differently. one could say that interlocutors who are in the bulge
almost never voice their disapproval of one another overtly.
see that a systematic analysis of constraints on the

soci~l

Thus, we

identity of

participants in disapproval exchanges yields additional support for the
theory of social interaction that I have put forth.
If the expression of disapproval is relatively rare aaong speakers
within the social category which I have labeled the bulge, the saDie
cannot be said for expressions of gratitude.

Indeed, as researchers

into first language acquisition <e.g •• Grief and Gleason 1980> have
pointed out,

thanking routines are among

the

English-speaking children are explicitly taught.

earliest which

young

Given the nature of

this routine and the iaportance placed on it, it is very interesting to
note

that

Eisenstein

end

Bodaan

(1983)

in

their

description

of

expressions of gratitude used by native speakers of Aaericsn English,
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co11ment thGt

they

found

the

1Gn9uGge pGtterns

used

in

interl5ctions

between stGtus unequGls to be the sallie Gs those used between stl5tus
equals.
setting

However,
was

they point out,

that

there

compli•enting.

were

"What was di:£:£erent in the :£or•al

:£ew

uses

o:£

expressing

surprise

and

in expressing gratitude, it •ay be that forlllality

is conveyed by whGt is not said Gs well GS through speciGlly IIGrked
lexical itellls."

That is, they found that the thanks were restrained,

or unelGborGted in situGtions where the interlocutors were of unequal
status while expressions o:£ gratitude aaong friends contained not only
the formulaic thanks but also considerable elaboration.
in their

conclusion,

"Shorter

thanking

As they state

episodes so•eti11es

reflected

greater social distance between interlocutors."

Conclusion

There is.

then.

evidence for the bulge pGttern I hGve described

here. not only in My own anGlyses but also in a nuMber of studies by
other scholars.

The :£act that

this convergence has

analyse& of investigators who were unGwGre of
bulge theory is,

I

think,

very striking.

been found

the existence of

in
the

It follows fro• this that

previous research MU&t be exaMined to see if there i& evidence of the
bulge in the work o:£ earlier scholars.

The fact that urban llliddle class A•ericans live in a coMplex and
open society llleans that individuals are me•bers not o:£ a single network
in which their own plGce is well defined, but rather belong to a nu11ber
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of networks. both

overl~pping

~nd

non-overl~pping,

in which they must

continually negotiate their roles and relationships with one another.
The

import~nce

of the bulge theory lies in

wh~t

it tells us

~bout

how

the very openness and potential for mobility of American middle class
society is reflected in our everyday speech behavior.
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